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Introduction of group 5 members 
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Pui Ying Secondary School 
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St. Paul’s Secondary School 

St. Stephen’s Girls’ College 

True Light Middle School of Hong Kong 
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Introduction 

In Hong Kong, students are trained as all-rounders who excel in both academic 

subjects and extra-curricular activities (ECAs) in an attempt to gain an edge in the 

cut-throat competitions. Influenced by this belief, we are very interested in knowing 

whether high school students in Japan share the same thought with us. Fortunately, we 

were granted this precious opportunity to visit an international school, Hyogo 

Prefectural International High School during the 9-day trip. We could take a glimpse 

of the characteristics of ECAs in Japan and make comparisons between those in the 

two places. 

   Established in 2003 with an aim of nurturing elites who are competent in 

speaking in multiple languages, accepting different cultures and making contributions 

to the world, Hyogo Prefectural International High School offers students a variety of 

chances to broaden their horizons by joining an array of ECAs such as exchange 

programs. Having interactions with the local students, we have got some ideas about 

the features of ECAs there. On top of that, we would like to investigate similarities 

and differences between Japan and Hong Kong in terms of the types and natures of 

ECAs, together with students’ incentives of participation. 
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Characteristics of ECAs in Hong Kong 

1. Music 

In Hong Kong, it is very common for students to choose among instrumental 

classes or choral training as ECAs.  

Below are some examples of ECAs we often engage in. 

ECAs related to music 

Piano 

 

Violin 

 

Guitar 

 

Guqin 

* 

Erhu 

 

Orchestra 

* 

Choir 

* 
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2. Youth Uniformed Groups and Joint School Organizations 

    a.  Youth Uniformed Groups 

 “Youth Uniformed Groups” refers to some volunteer groups with militarized 

marching training and uniforms. Wide range of indoor and outdoor training 

activities such as foot drills, outdoor training programmes, orienteering and 

social services are provided. Such activities are conducive to developing 

participants’ problem-solving, communication and leadership skills, as well 

as creativity, adaptability and a sense of commitment to the society. Youth 

Uniformed Groups are having high popularity among secondary school 

students in Hong Kong. 

 

Below are some examples of Youth Uniformed Groups. 

Name Logo Introduction 

Hong Kong St. John 

Ambulance Brigade, 

Cadet Region 
 

Adhered to its motto, "For the Service of 

Mankind", the organization is dedicated to 

provide young people knowledge on first aid 

and home nursing. Under the leadership of the 

Commissioner, the Brigade has a strength of 

over 6000 volunteers who are trained to be 

efficient and competent to serve the 

community. 
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The Hong Kong Girl 

Guides Association 

 

The association is committed to enable girls 

and young women to develop their fullest 

potential as responsible citizens of the world. 

Opportunities for self-training in the 

development of character, citizenship and 

service are provided. 

Scout Association of 

Hong Kong 

 

The Scout Association in Hong Kong is with a 

mission to operate an education movement for 

young people by providing them with 

challenging and progressive training 

programmes for their physical, intellectual, 

social, spiritual and aesthetic development. 

Hong Kong Air Cadet 

Corps 

 

Hong Kong Air Cadet Corps offer quality 

aviation education programmes to prepare 

young people for possible future service in the 

local Aviation industry, thereby contributing to 

the economic well-being of Hong Kong. 
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b. Joint School Organizations 

There are many joint school organizations in Hong Kong with the aim of 

fostering interaction and communication between students from different schools. The 

organizations will hold activities for participants to broaden their horizons and enlarge 

their social circle. 

Below are some examples of joint school organizations: 

Name Logo Introduction 

Hong Kong Island 

Senior Students 

Association 

 

With the aim to cohere and unite 

Hong Kong Island secondary 

schools, HKISSA provides 

students opportunity to widen 

their social circle and organize 

various activities and community 

services. For example, they 

organized activities to let 

participants sooth their tense 

holiday through thrilling city 

tracing and Water battle.  

Joint School 

Chinese Debate 

Society 

 

It is a Chinese debate 

organization, jointly organized 

by many secondary schools in 

Hong Kong. Debate workshops 

and competitions are organized 

to increase students’ awareness 

towards social issues. 
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3. Academic enthusiasts within schools 

Nature:  

Internal academic clubs/societies: Mathematics club, Science club, Chinese and 

English Debate teams, Social Service club, Dance club, Astronomy society, 

Photography club, Art society, Cookery club, Computer society etc.   

 

Purpose of joining ECAs:  

1) for records in “Other Learning Experiences” (advantages when applying for 

university places) 

2) forced by parents 

3) interests / talents 

 

Duration:  

Usually lasts for 1-2 years and students may join many other activities at the same 

time. 
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4. Sports 

Nature:  

1. School-based sports team, e.g. swimming team, volleyball team, tennis team, 

badminton team, basketball team, soccer team, trampoline team, table tennis 

team 

2. School-based track and field sports: race, hurdles, long-jump, high-jump, shot 

put, javelin 

3. Inter-school competition: swimming, athletics, ball games etc.  

4. Self-initiated: there are associations which train up talented athletes individually 

such as South China Athletic Association, Road Runner Athletic Club, Hong 

Kong Chinese Martial Arts Dragon And Lion Dance Association Ltd. etc. 

 

 

 

Practising Wing Chun Kuen that we were going to perform :)Practising Wing Chun Kuen that we were going to perform :)Practising Wing Chun Kuen that we were going to perform :)Practising Wing Chun Kuen that we were going to perform :)    
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School-based sports 

Volleyball 

 

Swimming  

 

Table Tennis 
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Soccer 

 

Trampoline 
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Tracks and fields sports 

Running 

 

Long-jump 

 

High-jump 
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Shot put 

 

Javelin 
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Characteristics of Japanese high school students’ 

extra-curricular activities 

 

In Japan, extra-curricular activities in high schools can be divided into two main 

categories - sports and culture. 

There are a total of 10 sports clubs in the school that we visited. Some of them 

are distinguished between boys and girls, such as boys’ basketball team, girls’ tennis 

club, etc. They do not only have modern sports, but also traditional sports such as 

kendo, which is Japanese fencing. Moreover, in the cultural aspect, there are some 

traditional, modern and international clubs. Under the traditional category, the Tea 

Ceremony Club, Flower Arrangement Club and Japanese Music Club are students’ 

all-time favourites. Most of the high schools in Japan also have these clubs. Besides, 

the school also has an Art club, a Junior Red Cross Team and a Jazz Band. Therefore, 

we can see that Japan’s high schools provide a large variety of ECAs. 

One feature of Japanese high school’s ECAs is that students have to pay a high 

club fee for joining some of the clubs at school. Students are also required to carry out 

tasks such as taking care of team members, handling tools and other necessities, etc. 

What’s more, during holidays, they may have to take part in a camp called “gasshuku”, 

which lasts for about a week. It aims at improving team member’s morale and makes 

them become fortitude. Students may earn valuable experiences and friendships 

though it is tough for them. On top of that, some of the schools may require every 

student to enroll in the same club for 3 years to let students achieve excellence in a 

particular area. 

  During the JENESYS trip, we interviewed some of the students. The first one was a 

girl who joined the female basketball team and had to pay 300 yen every month as the 
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club fee. When she first joined the club, a welcome party was held for new members, 

which is a traditional practice for many clubs. Also, giving a nickname to every 

member seems to be common in every basketball team in Japan.  

The second interviewee was a member of the Athletics Department. She pointed 

out that the activities gave her a lot of stress. She would receive punishment whenever 

she was late or absent. The training sessions were very intense as the coaches 

concerned the results of every participant very much. She said that every year they 

were required to participate in a number of long-distance relay races, which might be 

broadcasted throughout the country. 

To sum up, we know that Japanese students treat those ECAs activities seriously, 

with strong bonding among club members. Also, we should also treasure traditional 

arts like Cantonese opera, and promote them by providing opportunities to students 

joining related extra-curricular activities. 
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Comparison between the Extra-Curricular Activities in 

Hong Kong and Japan 

We can compare the characteristics between the activities in Hong Kong and Japan 

from 7 perspectives. 

 

1. Types of Extra-Curricular Activities in Hong Kong and Japan 

In Hong Kong and Japan, there is a wide variety of extra-curricular activities like 

sports teams and cultural clubs. Both Hong Kong and Japan schools have different 

kinds of school-based sports teams, such as swimming team, badminton team, 

basketball team, soccer team and table tennis team. Moreover, both Hong Kong and 

Japan have choirs and traditional music classes. 

 

However, in Japan, there are some traditional sports 

teams like kendo that Hong Kong doesn’t have. Also, 

in Japan, there are some cultural activities like Chadou 

(Tea Ceremony) Club and Ikebana (Arrangement of 

Flowers). 

 

In Hong Kong, there are some youth uniform groups like St. John Ambulance, The 

Hong Kong Girl Guides Association, Scout Association of Hong Kong and Hong 

Kong Air Cadet Corps. 

 

In Japan, coaches of some sports teams require members to participate in a training 

camp called “Gasshuku”, but in Hong Kong, the training camps are mostly held by 

the youth uniform groups. 
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2. Duration of Extra-Curricular Activities in Hong Kong and Japan 

The students in Japan are required to join the activities for a long period of time 

that may last for several years. However, students in Hong Kong can quit the 

activities easily. Thus, students’ attendance in those activities in Japan is much higher 

than that in Hong Kong. 

 

We consider one of the reasons behind is that students in Japan could opt for their 

own favourite extra-curricular activities by themselves. However, parents in Hong 

Kong often choose the activities for their children. As a result, the students in Japan 

are more self-initiated to participate in the activities than Hong Kong students because 

Japanese students choose the activities by themselves and the activities suit their 

interests. 

 

3. Expenditure 

   The extra-curricular activities in Hong Kong schools often require participating 

students to pay a wide range of expenditures. Instrumental classes require participants 

to pay at least a thousand dollars each year. Some other clubs require their members to 

buy different items, like uniforms and reference books. Thus, Hong Kong students 

sometimes join a club with a lower expenditure because they cannot afford the huge 

expenses. 

 

  On the other hand, extra-curricular activities in Japan schools do not often require 

their members to purchase equipment. Though some of the clubs may need their 

members to pay a certain amount of club fee, it is still affordable for most students. 

They do not need to worry about the financial issue and can enjoy in the activities. 
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  It is obvious that the expenditure of Japanese ECA is more affordable for the 

students when comparing that in Hong Kong. In Japan, the expenditure is not the 

major concern when students have to choose among different activities. This provides 

more chances for Japanese students to try and experience different interests without 

any financial burden. 

 

4. Posts’ difference 

The clubs in Hong Kong Schools have different posts, such as chairperson, 

treasurer, secretary, etc. 

 

The clubs in Japan, especially in sports clubs, there is only one post called 

“manager”. The mangers have to do miscellaneous duties, such as taking care of the 

team members and the club’s necessities. When the club is going to organize a 

gathering or a party, they are responsible for reserving venues and asking for 

members’ opinions. In addition, the managers have the responsibility to apply for the 

country-wide competition for their own team. It is clear that the responsibility of the 

managers is to manage the clubs in all aspects. 

 

We can see that “manager” plays an essential role to maintain the operations of 

the school clubs. However, in Hong Kong, the above duties are clearly divided to be 

done by different respective posts. The clubs in Hong Kong would not have a team of 

committee to be responsible for these jobs instead of a single person. Therefore, this is 

a difference between Hong Kong’s schools and Japan’s schools. 
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5. Welcoming method 

To welcome new members joining a club, Hong Kong tends to hold a welcome 

party for them. It also provides a chance to let the members know more about each 

other and to promote their friendship. However, there are some clubs and societies (or 

teams) do not organize such event. As a result, the new members have less chance to 

meet old members and their sense of belonging is weakened. 

 

   How is the situation in Japan? They also have welcome parties for new members 

as this is a tradition for them. Every year this party is a good chance to improve 

cooperation and team spirit. 

 

   Although both places organize welcome parties for new members, schools in 

Japan provide more activities to new club members for them to know more about each 

other.  

 

6. The atmosphere in the clubs 

In Hong Kong, students treat extra-curricular activities as their interests. They 

won’t take their activities very seriously. They build up relationships with their group 

mates only. 

 

In Japan, students take their extra-curricular activities more seriously. They 

consider their activities as responsibilities. It is common that teams in Japan give a 

short nickname for every member. It reveals the integration of members in the club. It 

is evident that the atmosphere among club members is joyful and united. 
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To sum up, Hong Kong students take extra-curricular activities as a duty while 

Japanese students take them for leisure. Alongside, the atmosphere in the Japanese 

school’s clubs is more joyful and united. 

 

7. Further activities 

Clubs in Hong Kong schools only concentrate on their own specific training. For 

example, basketball teams in Hong Kong only concentrate on basketball training or 

inter-school basketball competitions. They seldom have other fitness training sessions. 

They aim at enhancing team members’ basketball skills only. 

 

On the contrary, clubs in Japan organize a camp (gassuku) in the holiday which 

lasts for a week or longer to let members get more acquainted with teammates and to 

enhance club-mate’s physical health, leadership skills, sport skills and cooperation. 

 

 Youth uniform groups in Hong Kong improve participants’ leadership skills and 

independence through internal training sessions and social services. However, such 

skills are not trained in the sports clubs. 

 

 In a nutshell, many ECAs in Hong Kong only concentrate on particular skills 

instead of achieving whole-person development, whereas Japanese ECAs are able to 

equip their members with various techniques, which allow them to overcome 

obstacles more confidently. 
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CONCLUSION 

To conclude, certainly there are many differences in ECAs between Japan and 

Hong Kong. We believe that the differences are the main reasons causing different 

attitudes towards ECAs, bonding within the club, positive impacts on student’s 

personal development, and ultimately, the changes in one's values. 

 

First of all, the welcoming method and the structure of the ECA groups 

contribute a lot to the relationship among club members. Welcoming parties and 

orientation activities for fresh members are commonly found in traditional clubs or 

ECA groups in Japan. The newly-enrolled ones find themselves belong to groups with 

common interests. In Hong Kong, the practice is usually treated merely as a platform 

to distribute basic information to the new-comers. Furthermore, clubs in Japan usually 

have an official post known as the “Manager”, who will organize activities for the 

members. Students in Japan will surely have smaller workload compared to that of 

Hong Kong high school students, but we believe that the problem-solving and 

leadership skills learnt from organizing activities are also valuable to the students. It is 

also worth mentioning that in Hong Kong, many ECAs, such as instrumental classes 

and sports lessons, are preferred to be conducted on an individual basis. It may be true 

that it can increase the quality of the training sessions, but it certainly will reduce the 

opportunity of cooperation and communication with other team members. 

 

Furthermore, the purposes and attitudes of joining ECAs have reflected 

differences values in both places. Hong Kong students consider joining an activity or 

not based on various reasons. Its value on further education is certainly one of them.  

For example, experience in Chinese Opera may not be very impressive in an entrance 
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interview of the Medical faculty, yet awards on mathematics Olympiad is totally 

different. It is undeniable that many students in Hong Kong still follow their stings 

when choosing ECAs, yet the portion of aforementioned people is significant. 

Japanese students stick to their ECAs due to interest and their consistency. With rare 

quitting possibility, they also treat their ECAs more seriously. ECAs in Hong Kong 

also imply a higher coaching or tuition fees, yet in Japan the clubs usually cost lower, 

especially with the allowances or subsidies provided by schools. These factors and 

experiences will gradually be internalized and develop differences in their values, 

such as emphasizing affordability instead of interests. These thoughts can be 

commonly found among students in Hong Kong.  However, the situation is 

undesirable. 

 

Surely there is still a lot that we should learn from the Japanese on the issue of 

ECAs, which plays a significant role on one’s personal development. Under the 

limitation of school systems associated with various deep-rooted values, it is really 

challenging to foster such ECA culture in Hong Kong like Japan in a short period of 

time. With the help and recognition of various stakeholders, we hope that Hong 

Kong’s ECA culture will improve in the future and let students enjoy their time in 

ECAs. 
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This is not the end of our journey.....This is not the end of our journey.....This is not the end of our journey.....This is not the end of our journey.....    

 

Though the journey to Japan ended a month ago, those times in japan are still fresh 
memories in our mind. 

We laughed and enjoyed in the snow fight, 
and cried together after the farewell with our host families. 

Together, we experienced a lot 

Or you may have heard of a saying, “you won’t know a person until you live with them”. 
Apart from the cultural knowledge received, we learnt to be more independent, and this 

equipped us to become more capable in taking care of ourselves and others. 

In the future, with our strong bonding brought by the jenesys programme, 
it is sure that our relationship will be lifelong. 

and we sincerely hope that the all of us in 2014 jenesys 2.0 can maintain our friendship 
both within and outside groups. 

 

We will soon meet up We will soon meet up We will soon meet up We will soon meet up 

again somewhere:)again somewhere:)again somewhere:)again somewhere:)    


